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is a fun fighting game inspired by the era of kung fu movies from the 70s.n You fight as one of nine characters, three of which can be unlocked with help. Without activating this triple tool, only one warrior and one weapon will be available in the system. The game features three such mini-games. n- All players will be armed with swords, one of which can be selected. This creates
additional variability during combat. The instant change of the sword from hand to hand, in these and other mini-games, will make the fights the most attractive. n This game is free to play on our website and does not require much downloading. Each time you will not need to download it, you just need to select the options through the menu. l- Players fight each other in real time. You can
move all the modules around the screen, they will move in random order. The forward / backward and up / down buttons for control are also available through the game menu. n In real time, players need to fight like in a real fight. Each fighter has a number of characteristics (amount of health, hp, mana) that affect how successful the battle will be. Successful hits can cause the module to

move around the screens, depending on which the player receives points, which can then be spent on buying weapons. By pressing the button with the image of the sword, you can deliver a fatal blow. n- The line of the sword, which the player selects when first turned on, becomes his main characteristic, which will affect the battle. The longer the line of the sword, the more points the
players get. Each battle and the screen displays its own set of characteristics, allowing you to use weapons and tactics as efficiently as possible. Zones where you can actively use your modular strength will be highlighted in a special color.n This is an opportunity to feel like a real martial artist. And perhaps even become one of the best warriors of his time. While playing, you can try yourself

in the role of a kung fu warrior, for the first time in history. We hope that the online games we offer will interest and attract you.
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